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'Delhi Chalo', clarion call reissued by Netaji descendant Chandra Kumar Bose
By Our Correspondent
Agartala October 09,2018 : The mystery surrounding the purported death of Netaji Subhas Chandra
Bose in a plane crash on August 18 1945 in Taihoku airport (modern day Taiwan) continues to intrigue all
Netaji devotees including researchers. All conscientious efforts at cracking the mystery by researchers and
historians had been stone-walled by the Nehru-Gandhi dynasty in mean self-interest. Even a large number
of files containing classified information about Netajiâ€™s whereabouts , end or otherwise post-air crash
were burnt down by order of former prime minister Indira Gandhi. Among the multitude of books penned on
the subject, journalist Anuj Dhar's 'India's biggest cover-up' stands out with sensitive information. But the
Congress leadership with their servile devotion to the Nehru-Gandhi dynasts remained unimpressed. It was
only after the NDA government had come to power that prime minister Narendra Modi had agreed to
release a large number of secret files on the Netaji mystery . The files did come out but the mystery did not
crack because Indian intelligence files and KGB files on the issue in Soviet Russian archives are yet to be
declassified and released.
It was in this context that 'Elite Society[' and 'Mission Netaji Subhas', two Agartala-based organizations
working on cracking the Netaji mystery, had organized yesterday in Hall No-II of Rabindra Shata Varshiki Bhawan yesterday. Among the stars who
adorned the occasion in the jam-packed hall were Netaji's grandson Chandra Kumar Bose and retired army officer , author Major General Gagandeep
Bakshi and professor (retired) Jagadish Ganchowdhury.
Inspired by the occasion Chandra Kumar Bose, still fighting for recognition to Netaji and unraveling the mystery surrounding his disappearance and
supposed death issued a clarion call 'Dehi Chalo' , echoing Netajiâ€™s call to soldiers of the Indian National Army (INA). Speaking on the occasion of
platinum jubilee (7t5th year) of the formation of 'Azad Hind government' by Netaji in Japan and Singapore, Chandra Kumar Bose said that on October
21 the flag of free India will unfurled on the rooftop of Delhi's Red Fort to commemorate the occasion. Bose said that Netaji was the driving force
behind the Indian independence and it was his 'Azad Hind Fauz' that had shattered the foundation of British empire. 'He was a devoted follower of
Swami Vibekananda but he was also perfectly secular in his approach to politics ; at a time when India was being pulverized by communal tension
and clashes the Azad Hind Fauz was the epitome of secularism and communal amity' said Chandra Kumar Bose. He also made a strong pitch for
rewriting of Indian history on the basis of facts and realities as history writing in independent India had been totally distorted by the 'left lackeys' of
Congress.
Major general Gagandeep Bakshi also spoke on the same line calling for extension of recognition to Netaji as the foremost freedom fighter. Major
General (retired) Bakshi , acting on behalf of the organizers, also felicitated Tripura's renowned chemical scientist Dr Arijit Das who has invented 39
formulae and 19 new methodologies for easier study of chemistry,improving long standing methods and formulae in vogue. 'We as soldiers work in
the battle field but scientists like you also fight a war of knowledge and immensely contribute to the growth and development of the nation' said
Major general (retired) Gagandeep Bakshi, appreciating Dr Arijit Das's contribution to the science of chemistry.
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